Curriculum Map – Year Four

HT1

HT2

HT3

HT4

HT5

HT6

Unit of Study

Anglo-Saxons

Earth Matters

Ancient Egypt

Writing

Genre:

Genre:

Genre:

Recount – diary

Persuasive letter

Instructions

Letter

Balanced argument – discussion (letter)

Non-chronological report

Newspaper report

Play script

Biography

Narrative – historical fiction

Free verse poem

Narrative - myths

Haiku poem

Autobiography

Narrative – adventure story
Setting description

Curriculum Text

Maths

Text:

Text:

Text:

Anglo-Saxon Boy

The Lorax

Life in Ancient Egypt

Strands:

Strands:

Strands:

Place Value

Place Value

Decimals

Addition

Addition

Measurement – money

Subtraction

Subtraction

Measurement – time

Measurement – length & perimeter

Measurement – length & perimeter

Statistics

Multiplication

Multiplication

Properties of shape

Division

Division

Position & Direction

Times tables:

Times tables:

Times tables:

Six

Seven

All

Twelve

Nine
Eleven

Science

Sound
Electricity
States of Matter
Animals
Including
 identify how sounds  identify
 compare and group materials
Humans
are
made,
common
together, according to whether
 recognise that
 describe the
associating
some
of
appliances
that
they are solids, liquids or gases
living things can be simple
them with something run on
 observe that some materials
grouped in a
functions of
vibrating
electricity
change state when they are
variety of ways
the basic
 construct a
heated or cooled, and measure or
 explore and use
parts of the  recognise that
vibrations
from
simple
series
research the temperature at
classification keys
digestive
sounds
travel
electrical
which this happens in degrees
to help group,
system in
through a medium to circuit,
Celsius (°C)
identify and name
humans
the ear
identifying and  identify the part played by
a variety of living  identify the
naming its
 find patterns
evaporation and condensation in
things in their local different
between the pitch of basic parts,
the water cycle and associate the
and wider
types of
including
cells,
a
sound
and
features
rate of evaporation with
environment
teeth in
wires,
bulbs,
of the object that
temperature.
 recognise that
humans and
produced it
environments can
Living Things And
Their Habitats

change and that
their simple  find patterns
switches and
this can sometimes functions
between the volume buzzers
pose dangers to
 construct
of a sound and the
 identify
living things.
and
strength of the
whether or not
interpret a
vibrations that
a lamp will
variety of
produced it
light in a
food chains,  recognise that
simple series
identifying
sounds get fainter as circuit, based
producers,
on whether or
the distance from
predators
not the lamp is
the sound source
and prey.
part of a
increases.
complete loop
with a battery
 recognise that
a switch opens
and closes a
circuit and
associate this
with whether
or not a lamp
lights in a
simple series
circuit
 recognise some
common
conductors and
insulators, and
associate
metals with

being good
conductors.
Art







DT

Media: Clay

Media: Painting Observational
Drawings

 improve their mastery of art and
design techniques
 plan, design and make models
from observation or imagination

improve mastery of art and
design techniques, including
drawing and painting
develop a painting from a
drawing
create imaginative work
from a variety of sources
e.g. observational drawing,
mix and match colours to
create atmosphere and light
effects
be able to identify primary
secondary, complementary
and contrasting colours
work with complementary
colours

Skill: 3D Sculpture
 join clay adequately and construct
a simple base for extending and
modelling other shapes
 create surface patterns and
textures in a malleable material

Technology: Food

Technology: Mechanisms

 prepare and cook a variety of
 understand and use mechanical
predominantly savoury dishes using a
systems in their products
range of cooking techniques
 how to use a range of techniques such
Knowledge: Making products work
as peeling, chopping, slicing, grating,
mixing, spreading, kneading and baking

 understand that materials have
both functional properties and
understand seasonality, and know
aesthetic qualities
where and how a variety of ingredients  the correct technical vocabulary
are grown, reared, caught and
for the projects they are
processed.
undertaking
understand and apply the principles of  how to reinforce and strengthen a
a healthy and varied diet
3D framework
know that food is grown (such as
tomatoes, wheat and potatoes), reared
Evaluating Existing Products
(such as pigs, chickens and cattle) and
caught (such as fish) in the UK, Europe
 how well have products have
and the wider world
been designed
know that seasons may affect the food

why materials have been chosen
available
 what methods of construction
know that a healthy diet is made up
have been used
from a variety and balance of different
 how well products work
food and drink, as depicted in The
 how well do products achieve
Eatwell Plate
their purposes
know that to be active and healthy,

how well do products meet user
food and drink are needed to provide
needs and wants
energy for the body
 who designed and made the
products
 where products were designed
and made
 when products were designed and
made

Knowledge: Nutrition










Music

History

Skill: Performance
Skill: Composition
 improvise and compose music for a
range of purposes using the inter-  play and perform in solo and ensemble
contexts, using their voices and playing
related dimensions of music
musical instruments with increasing
accuracy, fluency, control and
Knowledge: Developing Musical
expression

Sing a range of songs in tune with
Ideas
expression, as part of a group or
 Compose and perform melodies
individually.
 Create accompaniments for tunes  Perform with an awareness of tempo
using drones or melodic ostinati
and dynamic.
 Know that sense of occasion affects
performance.
Skill: Historical Enquiry and
Interpretation
 look at available evidence
 begin to evaluate the usefulness of
different sources and provide an
account
 use text books and historical
knowledge
 compare accounts of events from
different sources. Fact or fiction
 understand that sources can
contradict each other
 use sources to answer questions
about the past

Skill: Understanding The Past
 use evidence to reconstruct life in
time studied
 identify key features and events
 look for links and effects in time
studied
 offer a reasonable explanation for
some events
 develop a broad understanding of
ancient civilisations
 use terms related to the period
and begin to date events
 understand more complex terms
e.g. BCE/AD

 use evidence to build up a picture
of a past event
 choose relevant material to
present a picture of one aspect of
life in time past
 ask a variety of questions
 use the library/e-learning for
research

Geography

Knowledge: Britain’s settlement by
Anglo-Saxons and Scots
 Roman withdrawal from Britain
 Scots invasions
 Alfred the Great
 King Ethelbert
 Anglo-Saxon invasions, settlements
and kingdoms: place names, village
life, homes and farming
 Anglo-Saxon art and culture:
stories, food, music, jewellery,
feasting
Knowledge: Locational Knowledge
 name and locate counties and

cities of the United Kingdom,
geographical regions and their
identifying human and physical
characteristics, key topographical
features (including hills,

 Present findings and
communicate knowledge and
understanding in different ways
 Provide an account of a historical
event based on more than one
source
Knowledge: the achievements of
the earliest civilizations – Ancient
Egypt
 pharaohs
 pyramids, sphinx, tombs
 mythology
 life & culture: homes, food, jobs,
clothes, jewellery, the 3 Rs.

Skill: Human and Physical Geography
 describe and understand key aspects
of:
physical geography, including: climate
zones, biomes and vegetation belts,
rivers, mountains, volcanoes and
earthquakes, and the water cycle

mountains, coasts and rivers), and
land-use patterns; and understand
how some of these aspects have
changed over time
 Linking with History, compare land
use maps of UK from past with the
present, focusing on land use.

human geography, including: types of
settlement and land use, economic
activity including trade links, and the
distribution of natural resources
including energy, food, minerals and
water
Skill: Fieldwork
 use fieldwork to observe, measure,
record and present the human and
physical features in the local area using
a range of methods, including sketch
maps, plans and graphs, and digital
technologies.
Knowledge: Locational Knowledge

Computing

Digital Literacy:
 use Microsoft word including
inserting tables and columns

 identify the position and significance of
latitude, longitude, Equator, Northern
Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere, the
Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, Arctic
and Antarctic Circle, the
Prime/Greenwich Meridian and time
zones (including day and night)
Graphics & Video – IMovie & green
screen
 produce a short film for a specific
purpose

Online
Awareness –
networks and

Coding – Code
Club & Scratch
(whack-a-witch)

 use Microsoft excel to store
information and use basic formula
functions including SUM
 use Microsoft powerpoint
including animation sequences

RE

Strand: What does it
mean to be a Hindu
in Britain today?

Strand: Why
is Jesus
inspiring to
some people

 Describe some
examples of what  Make
Hindus do to show connections
their faith, and
between
make connections
some of
with some Hindu

reliability of
online sources

Strand: Why do some people think that
life is a journey and what significant
experiences mark this
 Suggest why some people see life as a
journey and identify some of the key
milestones on this journey
 Describe what happens in Christian,
Jewish, and/or Hindu ceremonies of

 understand
the code
behind an
online game
 manipulate
coding to edit
the outcomes
of a game
 create a code
to begin
building an
online game.

 understand the
reliability of
websites
 appreciate how
search results
are organised
and ranked
 understand
phishing and
the
consequences
in sharing
information
 understand
how to identify
fraudulent
information
online.
Strand: What can we learn from
religions in deciding what is right
and wrong

 Find out at least two teachings
from religions about how to live
a good life
 Give examples of rules for living
from religions and suggest ways

beliefs and
Jesus’
teachings about
teachings
aims and duties in
and the way
life
Christians
live today
 Describe some
ways in which
 Describe
Hindus express
how
their faith through
Christians
puja, aarti and
celebrate
bhajans
Holy Week
and Easter
 Suggest at least
Sunday
two reasons why
being a Hindu is a  Identify the
good thing in
most
Britain today, and
important
two reasons why it parts of
might be hard
Easter for
sometimes
Christians
and say why
 Discuss links
they are
between the
important
actions of Hindus
in helping others
 Give simple
and ways in which
definitions
people of other
of some key
faiths and beliefs,
Christian
including pupils
terms (e.g.
themselves, help
gospel,
others
incarnation,
salvation)
and








commitment and say what these rituals
mean
Suggest reasons why marking the
milestones of life are important to
Christians, Hindus and/or Jewish
people
Link questions and answers about how
believers show commitment with their
own ideas about community, belonging
and belief
Explain similarities and differences
between ceremonies of commitment
Discuss and present their own ideas
about the value and challenge of
religious commitment in Britain today







in which they might help
believers with difficult decisions
Make connections between
stories of temptation and why
people can find it difficult to be
good
Give examples of ways in which
some inspirational people have
been guided by their religion
Discuss their own and others’
ideas about how people decide
right and wrong
Express ideas about right and
wrong, good and bad for
themselves, including ideas
about love, forgiveness, honesty,
kindness and generosity

PSHE

illustrate
them with
events from
Holy Week
and Easter
 Present their
own ideas
about the
most
important
attitudes
and values
to have
today,
making links
with
Christian
values
Families and friendships

Belonging to a community

 positive friendships, including
online

 what makes a community
 shared responsibilities

Safe relationships

Media literacy and digital resilience

 responding to hurtful behaviour
 managing confidentiality
 recognising risks online

 how data is shared and used
Money and work
 making decisions about money

Physical health and Mental
wellbeing
 maintaining a balanced lifestyle
 oral hygiene and dental care
Growing and changing
 physical and emotional changes
in puberty
 external genitalia
 personal hygiene routines

Respecting ourselves and others

 using and keeping money safe

 respecting differences and
similarities
 discussing difference sensitively

BV

Keeping safe
 medicines and household
products
 drugs common to everyday life

Rule of Law
Individual Liberty

MFL

 support with puberty

Unit Knowledge:
Encore!

Unit
Unit Knowledge:
Les fetes
Knowledge:

To talk about
Quelle heure
 To revise ways
festivals & dates
est-il?
of describing
 To talk about
people
 To talk
presents at festivals
 To describe
about
 To count from 31-60
somebody’s
activities
 To give &
nationality
 To tell the
understand
 To describe people time
 instructions
using various
 To talk
adjectives
about what
time you do
activities

Mutual Respect

Unit
Knowledge
: Ou vastu?
 To talk
about
going to
French
cities
 To give &
understand
basic
directions
 To talk about
the weather

Tolerance of
others

Unit
Knowledge:
On mange!

Democracy

Unit
Knowledge: Le
cirque

 To go shopping  To discuss
for food
francophone
 To ask how
countries &
much
the languages
something
we speak
costs
 To identify
 To talk about
different
activities at a
items of
party
clothing
 To give
 To describe
opinions
items of
about food &
clothing

PE

Gymnastics

Invasion
Games Rugby

Dance

 To talk about
the weather
 & places in
France
Fitness

 Share ideas and
Respond
 Describe how
give positive
imaginatively to
the body
criticism/advice to  Move with
stimuli related to
reacts at
self & others.
character/music/stor
different
speed (and
y
times and
 Create & perform
change of)
how this
matching/mirrorin

Perform
clear
&
with the ball
affects
g sequences
fluent dances that
and without
performance.
explaining how it
show sensitivity to
 Use speed
could be improved and space to idea/stimuli
 Explain why
exercise is
 Perform at least 3
Make up dance
avoid
good for your
different rolls tuck, defenders
within a small group
health.
pencil, teddy
 Pass
 Know some
 Link a roll with
backwards
Racquet Skills –
reasons for
travel and balance
and in both
Badminton
warming up
using floor and
directions
and cooling
apparatus with
and
 Tap the shuttlecock
down.
good body control
sometimes
back and forth to a
on the move
partner over a small
 Tag the
space.
Competitive
Invasion Games –
person who  Begin to tap a
Games –
Netball (Endball)
has the ball,
shuttlecock over a
Basketball
but can mark net.
 Use a chest pass
a player who  Bring racquet to
and shoulder pass
 Use a chest
meet the shuttlecock pass and

various
activities

Athletics

Athletics

 Select and
maintain a
running pace
for different
distances.
 Practise
throwing with
power and
accuracy.
 Throw safely
and with
understanding
.
 Demonstrate
good running
technique in a
competitive
situation.
 Explore
different
footwork
patterns
 Understand
which

 Select and
maintain a
running pace
for different
distances.
 Practise
throwing with
power and
accuracy.
 Throw safely
and with
understanding
.
 Demonstrate
good running
technique in a
competitive
situation.
 Explore
different
footwork
patterns
 Understand
which










to support team in
scoring.
Make decisions
regarding which is
the best type of
pass to use.
Begin to use a
bounce pass, which
only bounces once.
Identify space to
move into and
show a clear target
to receive a pass.
Mark another
player and begin to
attempt
interceptions.
Know where
positions are
allowed on a court.

doesn’t have
before the it starts to
the ball
drop
 Begin to
 Start to perfect the
make a high
overhead clear and
pop pass to
lift shot.
avoid a
 Begin to perfect the
defender
low backhand serve
and long forearm
serve.
OAA
 Practise hitting the
serve diagonally
 Orientate a
across the court.
map
consistently
and
accurately
 Follow a
simple
orienteering
course and
simple point
to point
orienteering
course on
school
grounds
recording
controls.
 Work
cooperativel
y with other

shoulder pass
technique is
technique is
to support
most effective
most effective
team in scoring
when jumping
when jumping
for distance.
for distance.
 Make decisions
regarding
 Utilise all the
 Utilise all the
which is the
skills learned
skills learned
best pass to us
in this unit in a
in this unit in a
competitive
competitive
 Use both hands
situation.
situation.
where needed
to dribble
around a
Rounders
Cricket
defender
 Make passes
 Develop the  To develop the
where
range of
range of Cricket
necessary to
rounders
skills they can
avoid losing
batting and
apply in a
procession
fielding skills
competitive
that can apply context
 Identify space
in a
to move into
 To choose and
competitive
and show a
use a range of
context
clear target to
simple tactics in
 Choose and
receive a pass
isolation and in
use a range
 Mark another
a game context
of simple
player and
 To consolidate
tactics in
begin to
existing skills
isolation and
attempt to
and apply with
in a modified
intercept
consistency
and
 Play
conditioned
conditioned
game.
games in teams

to solve
challenges

of no more
than 5 a side

 Identify
different
fielding
positions in
rounders and
the roles of
those
positions.

